correct usage of your headset

Get the most out of
your Jabra headset

Congratulations on your new Jabra headset! Start getting the most out of your headset right from the beginning by following
the tips below. They’ll help you customize and adjust yours so you can hear, speak and wear it most optimally.
Headset positioning

 If you have a mono headset (one with a single earpiece), please ensure that the other side
with the T-bar is centered about 2 in/5 cm above the ear, for all-day comfort.
 If you have a duo headset (with two earpieces), please ensure that they’re placed snugly over
both ears.
 If you have an over-the-ear or ear-hook style headset, do try out the different ear hooks or
earpieces that may be included to find the one that best fits your ear.

Boom arm positioning

It’s important to properly position your microphone to filter out distracting background noise and
enjoy the clearest, best-quality conversation experience.

Flex boom arm

Fixed boom arm

 Flex boom arm: These headsets have a flexible boom that can be reshaped until the
microphone is correctly positioned in front of your mouth. One hand should hold and steady
the receiver/speaker house, while the other hand adjusts the boom arm to the correct position.
Adjust the flex boom arm so the microphone is max 2 fingers’ width away from your lower lip.
 Fixed boom arm: Please ensure that your boom arm is pointing directly at your mouth. Do not
bend a fixed boom arm.

Ear cushion replacement

All Jabra ear cushions are made of a soft, comfortable material. For hygienic reasons, we
recommend that you clean and replace your ear cushions regularly.

Speak comfortably

New headset user? Keep in mind that you won’t need to speak as loudly as you normally do
with a handheld telephone. With the headset microphone properly positioned close to your
mouth, your voice will be picked up clearly – even at a lower volume.

Safe and sound

To protect your headset or speakerphone, remember to use the travel pouch that’s included
with some products.

Pass it on
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Share these headset fine-tuning tips with your colleagues to support them in their own efforts!
Use team/group meetings to show them how to easily optimize their headsets.

Do not disturb
If you often find colleagues interrupting you while you’re in a call, or you just
want maximum peace and quiet around you during conversations, try out a
Jabra Busylight indicator. The red light clearly signals that you’re occupied.
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